
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

QISSN Carnival, July 2 2019 – DAY 2  
What great viewing day 2 of the QISSN carnival has been! Each school involved in this carnival should 

be proud of each and every one of their players representing their respective school. Their high level 

of skill, teamwork, sportsmanship and respect shown towards the umpires officiating their matches 

has been impressive.  

 

Game 1 - Shalom vs Marymount 
Marymount had a quick start against Shalom, using quick attacking plays down court.  Amy 

Hamilton’s ability to intercept balls in the goal circle and Kendal Dodd converting the shots at the 

other end kept Shalom in the game. When the half time buzzers went Shalom was down by 3, score 

being 10-13. 

The Shalom girls came out fighting in the second half. Charlotte Boge provided strong centre court 

drives and with strong defence over the ball, Shalom were able to turn over some ball. This closed 

the gap to one goal. The following centre passes went goal for goal with Marymount maintaining the 

lead by 1. A couple of errors by Shalom allowed Marymount to move ahead in the game winning the 

game 21-17. 

 

Game 2 - Shalom vs The Cathedral College CC 
A very well contested game of Netball was witnessed when Shalom took on The Cathedral College 

(TCC) in round 5. TCC was the first to convert a turnover and this gave them some motivation to 

work hard in defence. They were able to covert a second turnover giving them a 3 point lead. TCC 

headed into the half time break 7- 4.  

In typical Shalom spirit the girls took to the court and turned over TCC’s second centre pass 

converting the goal to bring them within two points. Strong defence was displayed by both teams 

and errors made but in the end it was TCC that capitalised more on their turnovers. In a low scoring 

game TCC held on to their lead to win the match 13-9. 


